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Chapterr  3 

Reducingg Uncertainty: A Formal 
Theoryy of Organizations in Action 

Thiss chapter presents a formal reconstruction of James D. Thompson's classic 
contributionn to organization theory, Organizations in Action. The reconstruction 
explicatess the underlying argumentation structure for Thompson's propositions— 
literally,, theorems or problems to be demonstrated. This allows Thompson's 
propositionss to be derived as theorems in a deductive theory. As it turns out, 
thee formal theory is based on general assumptions using only few primitive con-
cepts.. In addition, this theory explains why Thompson's propositions do not 
holdd for noncomplex or "atomic" organizations (a restriction on the domain of 
application).. Furthermore, this study reveals that organizations attempt to re-
ducee constraints in their environment—a heretofore unknown implication of the 
theory. . 

3.11 Introductio n 

Thompson'ss Organizations in Action was published more than three decades ago 
butt is still one of the classics of organization theory. The book provides a unifying 
perspectivee on open- and closed-systems thinking in organization theory that has 
beenn recognized as an important contribution in its own right (Scott 1998). The 
environmentt is a key source of uncertainty for an organization, and Thompson 
arguedd that much of organizational action can be explained by the need to reduce 
uncertainty.. Consider a specific action such as "buffering" (e.g., building ware-
housess or storages), aiming to seal off the organization's technical or operational 
coree from environmental uncertainty. The main lines of his arguments always 
aree couched in explicitly formulated propositions but also are brought to life by 
exampless such as the typologies of technologies (long-linked, mediating, or inten-
sive),, interdependences (pooled, sequential, or reciprocal), and coordination (by 
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standardization,, by plan, or by mutual adjustment). His typologies have inspired 
muchh research in organizational design (Galbraith 1977) and contingency theory 
(Mintzbergg 1979). However, despite the impressive number of citations, the book 
itselff  is not read much anymore—most students of organization science will only 
knoww the book through references.1 Because of this, the typologies and examples 
off  Thompson are getting more attention than his core ideas, which are captured 
inn the propositions. The aim of this chapter is to bring Thompson's main ideas 
backk into focus by presenting a logical formalization of his propositions. That is, 
wee will formalize the propositions of Organizations in Action in first-order logic 
andd reconstruct the underlying argumentation for them. 

Thompson'ss Organizations in Action is a suitable candidate for a formaliza-
tionn attempt in organization and management theory. First, Thompson's theory 
iss formulated using abstract concepts that transcend individual organizations and 
particularr organization types (Zald 1996). Second, the influential role of Organi-
zationszations in Action ensures that the thinking of quite a number of contemporary 
scholarss is based, at least in part, on ideas presented in this famous book. As a 
result,, the basic assumptions of Organizations in Action are likely to turn out to 
bee common assumptions of several organization theories. 

Inn this chapter, we give an axiomatic reconstruction of the first chapters of 
OrganizationsOrganizations in Action. Our main focus is on the second chapter of this book. 
Arguably,, this is the most important chapter of the book since it provides a 
unifyingg perspective on rational, closed-systems strategies in an open-systems 
environment.. The chapter is structured as follows: First, in §3.2, we will introduce 
thee research methodology of logical formalization; then, in §3.3 we will apply this 
methodd to Thompson's Organizations in Action; and finally, in §3.4, we will 
revieww the formal theory and discuss issues related to our work. 

3.22 Research Methodology: Logical Formaliza-
tion n 

Theree is a broad consensus among social scientists on the importance of the-
ory.. However, this consensus breaks down as soon as one tries to discuss what 
aa 'theory' is (Sutton and Staw 1995). As Masuch, Bruggeman, Kamps, Péli, 
andd Polos (1996) argued, any discussion about 'theory' is subject to confusion, 
unlesss it is rooted on a clear conception of what 'theory' is. The disciplines of 
Logicc and Philosophy of Science have provided a clear notion of formal, deductive 
theory.22 In this chapter, we will use the classical, axiomatic-deductive notion of 

^ h ee Social Sciences Citation Index lists 145 citations in 1995, 154 in 1996, and 135 in 1997 
(Sociall  Sciences Citation Index 1995, 1996, 1997). 

2Somee readers may argue that the social sciences require different scientific techniques (for 
examplee of empirical inquiry) than other sciences. This may very well be the case, but the 
contextt of justification and the structure of theories are common for all sciences (Rudner 1966; 
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aa theory (Tarski 1956; Popper 1959). The premises of a formal theory consist 
off  general statements (universal laws or empirical generalizations, supplemented 
withh definitions) of which the validity is known or assumed, and the theorems 
off  a formal theory are those statements that are logical consequences of the set 
off  premises, i.e., statements that are necessarily true whenever the premises are 
true.. The formal theory itself is the set containing the premises and all theo-
rems,, and theoretical explanations and predictions correspond to deductions of 
theoremss from the set of premises (Popper 1959). The main problem for the 
applicationn of this notion of theory in the social sciences is that it presupposes 
ann exact notion of logical consequence (how the truth of the premises carries 
overr to theorems). Most social science theories are formulated in natural lan-
guage,, which is inherently ambiguous, and therefore makes it impossible to say 
off  a given conjecture whether or not it is indeed a theorem.3 Most textbooks on 
sociall  science research methodology contain chapters on the scientific or logical 
foundationss of social research. Typically, these chapters are used indirectly to 
providee the background context for discussing social scientific inquiry (Singleton 
andd Straits 1999). Logical formalization is an attempt to address such issues 
directly,, by rationally reconstructing scientific theories and representing them in 
formall  logic. 

3.2.11 The Product of Logical Formalization 

Thee result of a logical formalization is a theory in a strict sense. The theory 
consistss of statements in a restricted language. This language contains special 
symbolss from the used formal logic4, names of variables, and names of constants, 
predicates,, and functions (from the theory's domain of application). 

Thee resulting theory contains an explicit set of premises. The premises form 
thee axioms or basis of the theory. We distinguish between a definition, which 
introducess a name for a meaningful concept that is expressible in terms of other 
conceptss and an assumption, which contains a claim that is known or assumed to 
holdd for the theory's (intended) domain of application. 

Definitionss are used to give a name for meaningful concepts that are express-
iblee in terms of other concepts. In a formal theory there is a clear distinction 
betweenn primitive concepts, and concepts that are defined in terms of the primi-
tivee concepts. A defined concept can be eliminated from the theory by replacing 
thee concept with the expression it stands for. We can only use defined concepts 

Popperr 1969). 
3Noticee however, that there are intuitive notions of what constitutes a sound inference or 

argumentationn in natural language. Constructs like 'if . .. then . . . ,' ' . .. then it follows . . . ,' 
orr 'Therefore, . . .' frequently appear in articles. 

4Inn case of first-order logic these are: quantifiers V (for all), 3 (there exists); connectives -> 
(not),, A (and), V (or), -*  (implies), and *+  (if and only if) ; and the equality symbol =. 
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inn the definition of other concepts if this does not lead to circularity.5 In this 
way,, it is possible to write out an equivalent definition that uses only primitive 
concepts,, and it remains possible to eliminate all defined concepts. 

Thee assumptions are general statements, such as universal laws or law-like 
statementss like empirical generalizations.6 The theory's domain of application is 
characterizedd by the assumptions: the theory applies to all domains that satisfy 
thee assumptions (after using the definitions to eliminate defined concepts that 
mayy occur in the assumptions). The more general the assumptions of the theory 
are,, the larger is its domain of application. For the empirical testing of the theory 
itt suffices to test the assumptions (if they turn out to be valid then theorems that 
aree logically derivable from them must necessarily be true as well). If assump-
tionss are not directly testable, we can try to falsify them by testing consequences 
off  them (if any of these consequences turns out to be false, then some of the 
assumptionss must be false). 

Thee theory consists of all the statements that are logical consequences of the 
sett of premises (including the premises because they are trivial consequences of 
themselves).. If we accept the premises of a theory, then we must also accept all 
statementss that are logical consequences of the premises, i.e., that are necessarily 
truee if the premises are true. A theorizer is not allowed to include only some 
off  the theorems in the theory, and not to include other theorems (unless the 
premisess are modified accordingly). In any exposition of a theory, there are, 
apartt from the premises, only a small number of salient consequences singled out. 
Wee use the following labels: a theorem, which is an interesting consequence of 
aa theory because it is a surprising result, or a new testable implication of the 
theory;; a lemma, which is a minor theorem—an intermediate result that is used 
too derive further theorems or lemmas but is of some interest in its own right; and 
aa corollary, which is an immediate consequence of a theorem. 

Thee consequences of the premises are the predictions or claims of the theory. 
Thee proof of a theorem in a formal theory corresponds to an argument for, or 
explanationn of the claim it makes (giving a causal explanation, i.e., answering 
whywhy the claim holds). That is, if we consider cases in which the premises hold, 
thenn the theorem must also hold (i.e., the theorem is a prediction). Conversely, if 
wee consider cases where the theorem holds, then the premises give an explanation 
forr why the theorem holds. If a conjecture is not a consequence of the premises, 
empiricall  support for the premises and the conjecture's claim can be independent: 
evenn if the premises are valid, the conjecture can be false, and even if we refute 
thee conjecture, all the theory's premises may still be valid. 

5I tt is impossible to define all the concepts of a theory: if all concepts were defined in terras 
off  the other concepts, then some of the definitions have to be circular. 

66 These statements are also called laws or hypotheses depending on the range of evidence for 
them.. We prefer to use the neutral term assumptions here. 
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3.2.22 The Process of Logical Formalization 

Mostt social science theories are stated in natural language. The process of log-
icall  formalization takes as input a discursive theory (a theory stated in natural 
language)) and outputs a theory in formal logic. This process concerns the inter-
linkedd activities of rational reconstruction (reconstructing the claims, premises, 
andd argumentation of the theory) and formal modeling (capturing the claims as 
theoremss that are provable from explicit definitions and assumptions). The pro-
cesss of logical formalization does not obey to strict rules, but involves creativity 
andd insight.7 

AA problem is that not all of the discursive text is theory. A text usually 
containss examples, discussion, citations, figures, etc.; parts which are not theory 
(Suttonn and Staw 1995). We can reconstruct the theory by identifying sentences 
thatt are definitions, or assumptions about the intended application area of the 
theory,, or sentences that are the claims or propositions that the author makes. If 
wee manage to identify definitions, assumptions, and propositions in the text (and 
formulatee these in logic) then we can test for the theorem-hood of the propositions. 

However,, it is highly unlikely that we can immediately prove the propositions, 
becausee not all of the theory is in the discursive text. The authors of a text typi-
callyy assume a basis of common background knowledge. For example, if a causes 
bb and b causes c then a reader will immediately infer that a also causes c using his 
backgroundd knowledge about the transitivity of causality. In a formal theory, this 
assumptionn has to be added explicitly. Making common background knowledge 
explicitt is important, because any ambiguity about their specific content may 
causee confusion. Moreover, the background knowledge may have unanticipated 
desirablee or unwanted consequences (which are also part of the theory). 

Theree is an even worse problem when there turns out to be a real hiatus in the 
argumentationn of the theory. Sutton and Staw (1995) observe that authors rou-
tinelyy use non-theoretical statements in lieu of theory. This indicates that many 
theoriess are missing some crucial assumptions. From the viewpoint of justifica-
tion,, we should stop at the discovery of such a hiatus and conclude that (part of) 
thee argumentation, predictions, and explanations of the theory are unsound and 
mustt be discarded: the chain of argumentation is as strong as its weakest link. 
Authorss also make unnecessary assumptions or assumptions that can be relaxed, 
increasingg the parsimony of the theory and making it more generally applicable. 

Anotherr problem is that organization theory is known to make conflicting re-
quirementss and to contain paradoxes (Quinn and Cameron 1988). During the 

77 The same holds for the formalization of theories in traditional mathematics (Blalock 1969). 
Theree is always a certain distance to bridge between a partial and ambiguous formulation in 
naturall  language and a rigorous formal exposition of the theory in logic or mathematics. A 
noticeablee difference between the formalization in logic and formalization in traditional math-
ematicss is that logic does not require metric precision (which only few theories can provide), 
butt can closely follow the original qualitative argumentation of the natural language theories 
(Hannann 1997). 
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formalizationn of organization theory, such requirements and paradoxes can man-
ifestt themselves as contradictions. The theory may contain assumptions that 
aree reasonable when considered independently, but nevertheless lead to a con-
tradictionn when combined. These contradictions typically arise if some of the 
theory'ss assumptions are formulated too generally (for example when exceptions 
aree not taken into account). Moreover, a discursive theory might be interpreted 
differentlyy in different contexts. Two interpretations of a theory may each be 
consistent,, but lead to inconsistency when combined. Again, from the viewpoint 
off  justification, we should discard an inconsistent theory. 

However,, our working hypothesis is that sociological texts have real theoreti-
call  content, although it may be obscured by the use of natural language.8 That is, 
iff  we discover a contradiction or hiatus in a theory, we always attempt to recon-
structt the theory such that it is contradiction-free and that its argumentation is 
sound.. As a result, we gradually move into the context of discovery and do some 
theorizingg ourselves: We are forced to move away from the explicit statements of 
thee text, and have to rely more and more on our reconstruction of it. Consider 
thee case in which a part of the text strongly suggests an implicit assumption of 
thee theory. Our approach in this is theory-friendly: the goal is to find a favor-
ableable interpretation that is consistent and allows us to derive the propositions as 
theorems.99 Examining the formal theory is useful during this process of recon-
struction.. The formal theory may suggest which subset of the assumptions is 
inconsistent,, or suggest which additional (background) assumptions would make 
aa proposition derivable. Logical formalization is a constructive methodology for 
theoryy building, because future discussion can be pointed down to the specific 
premisess responsible for it and thereby facilitate further development of the the-
ory. . 

3.33 Thompson's Organizations in Action 

OrganizationsOrganizations in Action provides a unifying framework for both the classical, 
closed-systemss theories and the emerging open-systems theories of organizations. 
Ass Thompson writes, "A central purpose of this book is to identify a framework 
whichh might link at important points several of the now independent approaches 
too the understanding of complex organizations" (Thompson 1967, p.viii). 

8Inn fact, there is some controversy over the theoretical status of social sciences. On the one 
hand,, most social scientists do not seem to worry much about the theoretical status of their 
science,, for example the definite phrase 'the theory of . . .' frequently appears in titles. On 
thee other hand, philosophers of science tend to be skeptical about social science theories, for 
examplee Rudner (1966, p.40) argues that the social sciences are poor on theory and Balzer et al. 
(1987,, p.xix) state that contemporary sociological theory is in its formative (or pre-scientific) 
period. . 

99 The ambiguities of natural language makes it generally easy to find inconsistent interpre-
tationss of a discursive theory, or interpretations in which propositions are not derivable. 
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Thiss framework has survived the test of time remarkably well, that is, the 
materiall  is part of mainstream organization theory and citations are frequent. 
Inn this chapter, we will mainly focus on the second chapter of Organizations in 
Action.Action. Arguably, the second chapter is the most important one because it pro-
videss the crucial link between closed-systems and open-systems strategies. The 
secondd chapter starts with one of Thompson's famous typologies, a typology of 
technologies:: Long-linked technologies are serial interdependent. Several actions 
havee to be performed in sequence. The prototypical example is an assembly line; 
MediatingMediating technologies are concerned with linking of interdependent customers. 
Typicall  examples are commercial banks, insurance firms, and employment agen-
cies;; and Intensive technologies are crucially dependent upon feedback on their 
actions.. Typical examples are hospitals, construction industry, and military com-
batt teams (Thompson 1967, pp. 15-18). 

Thesee three types of technology are increasingly susceptible to environmental 
influencess and are therefore decreasingly faithful approximations of closed-systems 
strategies.. The three variations in technology are introduced merely "to illustrate 
thee propositions we wish to develop" (Thompson 1967, p.15). These carefully 
formulatedd propositions will be the main focus of study in this chapter, since 
theyy capture Thompson's unifying framework. The propositions of the second 
chapterr are listed in Table 3.1. 

Labell  Content 
Propositionn 2.1 Under norms of rationality, organizations seek to seal off 

theirr core technologies from environmental influences. 
Propositionn 2.2 Under norms of rationality, organizations seek to buffer 

environmentall  influences by surrounding their technical 
coress with input and output components. 

Propositionn 2.3 Under norms of rationality, organizations seek to smooth 
outt input and output transactions. 

Propositionn 2.4 Under norms of rationality, organizations seek to antici-
patee and adapt to environmental changes which cannot 
bee buffered or leveled. 

Propositionn 2.5 When buffering, leveling, and forecasting do not protect 
theirr technical cores from environmental fluctuations, or-
ganizationss under norms of rationality resort to rationing. 

Note:: All propositions are from (Thompson 1967, pp. 14-24). 

Tablee 3.1: Propositions of Thompson's Chapter 2. 

Theree has been some debate on the theoretical status of Thompson's propo-
sitions.. As the editors of a collection of his essays write: 

Unlikee some sociologists, Thompson cannot be accused of being 
"wordy""  and of using unnecessary jargon. He uses simple language 
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andd got to the point quickly. This is especially true for his major work, 
OrganizationsOrganizations in Action. Indeed, the reader sometimes feels Thomp-
sonn gets to the point too quickly; his parsimonious style sometimes 
leavess the reader behind. Also, although his work contains numer-
ouss propositions, all are not derived from a common set of explicit 
theoreticall  concepts and assumptions. In this sense Thompson was 
nott a rigorous deductive theorist. Instead, he introduced concepts 
andd formulated propositions appropriate to the organizational reali-
tiess he was examining, with littl e effort to show that different sets 
off  propositions derived logically from still more general propositions, 
assumptions,, and concepts. (Rushing and Zald 1976, pp.ix-x) 

However,, we observed that Thompson's informal argumentation for the propo-
sitionss suggests an underlying explanatory structure. Therefore, we decided to 
reconstructt this argumentation in formal logic and build a rigorous deductive the-
oryy of Organizations in Action. In the rest of this section, we will try to derive 
Thompson'ss propositions as theorems in a formal, deductive theory of Organiza-
tionstions in Action. 

3.3.11 Complex Organizations 

Beforee we can prove the propositions, we will have to introduce a number of 
generall  concepts from Thompson's chapter 1. We will only introduce those con-
ceptss from chapter 1 that are necessary for deriving the propositions in further 
sections.. The main ingredient of all organization theories is, obviously, organiza-
tions.. We use the predicate O for "organizations". For example, O(o) expresses 
thatt o is an organization. We also use a predicate SO for a "suborganization" of 
ann organization. For example, S0(oi,O2) expresses that 02 is a suborganization 
off  (organization) 0\. A suborganization is a part of the organization (but not all 
arbitraryy parts of an organization are suborganizations). 

OrganizationsOrganizations in Action is explicitly dealing with "complex organizations". 
Thompsonn states that complex organizations are ubiquitous in modern societies 
andd gives several examples: manufacturing firms, hospitals, schools, armies, com-
munityy agencies (Thompson 1967, p.3). However, Thompson does not give a 
definitionn of complex organizations, nor does he dwell upon differences between 
complexx and other, noncomplex organizations. We will define complex organi-
zationss by some of their characteristics, and will discuss in §3.3.3, below, what 
noncomplexx organizations would look like and why, if they exist, they are ex-
emptedd from Thompson's theory. 

Wee will use CO for complex organizations. For example, CO(o) says that o is a 
complexx organization. Thompson gives some structural characteristics of complex 
organization.. He adopts the suggestion of Parsons (1960) that organizations 
exhibitt three distinct levels of responsibility and control: technical, managerial, 
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andd institutional. According to Thompson, "every formal organization contains 
aa suborganization whose "problems" are focused around effective performance of 
thee technical function" (Thompson 1967, p. 10). We introduce the predicate TC 
forr the technical or operational core of an organization. For example, TC(o,tc) 
sayss that tc is the technical core of o. We wil l define complex organizations as 
exactlyy those organizations that have a technological suborganization: 

Definit io nn 1 Complex organizations. 
Vxx [CO(x) o 0(x) A 3y [SO(x, y) A TC(x, y)]] 
(Read:: x is a complex organization if and only if a; is an organization and there exists 
aa y such that y is a suborganization of x and y is the technical core of x.) 

Thompsonn uses the notion of a technical core (the transformational or pro-
ductionn process) in a general sense that applies to all three types of technologies: 
long-linked,, mediating, and intensive technology (pp. 15-18). The core technolo-
giess of assembly lines are the processing of material and supervision of these 
operations.. In case of mediating technologies like commercial banks, the core 
activitiess are the linking of depositors and borrowers. And in case of intensive 
technologiess like hospitals, core activities are the performance of some specific 
combinationn of various skills depending, on the patient's state. 

Definitionn 1 still allows complex organizations to have more than one tech-
nicall  core, although Thompson consistently uses the definite article "the" when 
referringg to an organization's core technologies (p. 10). We wil l explicitly assume 
thatt the technical core of an organization can be uniquely determined—complex 
organizationss can only have one technical core. 

Assumpt ionn 1 The technical core is unique. 
Vx,y,22 [TC(x,y) ATC(x,z) -^ y = z) 
(Read:: if both y and z are the technical core of x, then y is equal to z.) 

Assumptionn 1 ensures that we can talk about the technical core of a complex 
organization.. This technical core is the technical suborganization of definition 1, 
ass becomes clear from the following lemma:10 

Lemmaa 1 The technical core of a complex organization is a suborganization. 
Vx,y[CO(x)ATC(x,y)) -» SO(x,y)] 
(Read:: if x is a complex organization with core technologies y, then y is a suborgani-
zationn of x.) 

10AUU derived statements are proved using the automated theorem prover OTTER (Organized 
Techniquess for Theorem-proving and Effective Research; McCune 1994b). We will give here 
onlyy the outline of those proofs: the first lines of the proofs are by assumption, and the meta-
implicationn symbol, =>, indicates steps in the proof. Most steps involve modus ponens: if <f> 
holdss and 4> implies ty, then ip holds as well. 
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Proof::  (Using definition 1 and assumption 1.) By Def.1, a complex organization 
hass a technical core that is a suborganization. By Ass.1, an organization can have 
onlyy one technical core. Therefore, the technical core of a complex organization 
iss a suborganization. 

CO(oi)) ATC(G>I,£CI) (by assumption) 
=>=>  (3tc2) SO(oi, tc2) A TC(oi, tc2) (by Def.1) 
=*>> tci — tc2 (by Ass.1) 
=>=>  SO(oi,tci) 

Lemmaa 1 is a technicality that will be used in some of the other proofs. It 
allowss us to talk about the technical core of a complex organization by ensuring 
thatt the technical core is the specific suborganization of definition 1. 

Thee performance of their core technologies is crucial for organizations. Ac-
cordingg to Thompson (p.11), "it would therefore be advantageous for an organi-
zationn subject to criteria of rationality to remove as much uncertainty as possible 
fromm its technical core" We call this "rational evaluation" and capture this by a 
predicate,, REVA. For example, REVA(o, tc) expresses that o evaluates tc in terms 
off  technical rationality. As stated above, we assume that core technologies are 
rationallyy evaluated: 

Assumptionn 2 The technical core is rationally evaluated. 
Vx,y[TC(x,y)Vx,y[TC(x,y) -> REVAfoj,) ] 
(Read:: if y is the technical core of x, then x will rationally evaluate y.) 

Furthermore,, if an organization rationally evaluates a particular suborgani-
zation,, then it will attempt to reduce uncertainty for that suborganization. We 
introducee a predicate, UC, for uncertainty of a (sub)organization. For example, 
UC(o,«)) says that o has uncertainty u. We further introduce a predicate, RED, 
forr the reduction. For example, RED(o, u, tc) expresses that o attempts to reduce 
uu for tc. We can now formulate the assumption that organizations attempt to 
reducee the uncertainty for suborganizations that are rationally evaluated: 

Assumptionn 3 Organizations attempt to reduce uncertainty for rationally eval-
uateduated suborganizations. 
Vx,y,z[SO(x,y)AREVA(x,y)Vx,y,z[SO(x,y)AREVA(x,y) AUC(y,z) -> RED(z,z,y)] 
(Read:: if y is a suborganization of x, and x rationally evaluates y, and z is the uncer-
taintyy of y, then x attempts to reduce uncertainty z for y.) 

Usingg assumptions 2 and 3, we can now derive the following lemma for complex 
organizations: : 
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Lemmaa 2 Complex organizations attempt to reduce uncertainty for their techni-
calcal cores. 
Vx,s,,zz [CO(x) ATC(x,y)AUC(y,2) -> RED(ar, z,y)} 
(Read:: if x is a complex organization with core technologies y, and z is the uncertainty 
off  y, then x attempts to reduce the uncertainty z for y.) 

Proof::  (Using lemma 1, and assumptions 2, and 3.) By Lem.1, the technical 
coree is a suborganization, and by Ass.2, it is rationally evaluated by the organi-
zation.. Therefore, by Ass.3, the organization attempts to reduce uncertainty for 
thee technical core. 

CO(oi)) ATC(oi,tci) A \JC(tci,ui) (by assumption) 

=̂ ^ SO(oi,fci) (by Lem.1) 

=^^ REVA(oi,fCl) (byAss.2) 

=ï=ï  RED(oi,Ui,ici) (by Ass.3) 

Lemmaa 2 wil l be an important part of the argumentation in the rest of this 
chapter,, because "coping with uncertainty [appears] as the essence of the admin-
istrativee process" (p. 159). 

Def.1 Def.1 

Ass.1 Ass.1 
Lem.1 1 

J J 

Ass.2 Ass.2 

Ass.3 Ass.3 

f f 
Lem.2 2 

Figuree 3.1: Reducing uncertainty (structure of the theory 1). 

Inn this section, we introduced the setting for Thompson's proposition by intro-
ducingg predicates for organizations, 0; suborganizations, SO; and core technolo-
gies,, TC. This led to the defined notion of complex organizations, CO (Def.1). We 
assumedd that organizations have only one technological suborganization (Ass.1). 
Wee derived that the technical core of a complex organization is a suborganization 
(Lem.1;; see Fig.3.1). We furthermore introduced predicates for uncertainty, UC; 
forr rational evaluation, REVA; and for reduction, RED. We assumed that the per-
formancee of their core technologies is crucial for organizations (Ass.2), and that 
ann organization wil l attempt to remove as much uncertainty as possible from 
suborganizationss whose performance is rationally evaluated (Ass.3). We derived 
thatt complex organizations attempt to reduce uncertainty for their technical cores 
(Lem.2). . 

3.3.22 Sealing Off 

Inn this section, we wil l now try to prove Thompson's first proposition: "organiza-
tionss seek to seal off their core technologies from environmental influences" (p. 19). 
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Beforee we can give a formal version of this proposition, we have to introduce some 
moree predicates. According to Thompson, organizations are subject to environ-
mentall  influences. These environmental influences consist of both environmental 
fluctuationsfluctuations and constraints. Environmental fluctuations are dynamic, they re-
flectflect the change of market conditions (such as seasonal demand). Environmental 
constraintss are static restrictions on the organization (such as new legislation). 
Wee introduce two predicates, FL and CS, for fluctuations and constraints, re-
spectively.. For example, FL(tc, ƒ, o) says that tc is exposed to a fluctuation ƒ 
fromm o, and CS {tc,c, o) expresses that tc is exposed to a constraint c from o. We 
definee environmental influences, ENVI, to be the general term used for both fluc-
tuationss and constraints. For example, ENVI(/e, i,o) says that tc is exposed to 
environmentall  influence i from o. 

Def in i t ionn 2 Environmental influence. 
Vx,y,zVx,y,z [EHV\(x,y,z) +4 Fl(x,y, z) V CS(ar, y, z)] 
(Read:: x is exposed to an influence y from z if and only if x is exposed to a fluctuation 
yy from z or x is exposed to a constraint y from z.) 

Thompsonn argues that "technologies and environments are major sources of 
uncertaintyy for organizations" (p. 13). To express that environments cause uncer-
tainty,, we use a predicate, C, for causality. For example, C(i, u) expresses that i 
causess u.11 Environmental influences cause uncertainty in the organization: 

A s s u m p t i onn 4 Environmental influences cause uncertainty. 
Vx,y,z[EM\(x,y,z)Vx,y,z[EM\(x,y,z) -> 3v [UC(x,v) A C(y,v)]] 
(Read:: if x is exposed to an environmental influence y from 2, then there exists a v 
suchh that v is the uncertainty of x, and influence y causes uncertainty v.) 

Thompson'ss use of the term "sealing off" (p.19) corresponds closely to the 
reductionn of uncertainty that is due to an environmental influence. An organiza-
tionn seals a suborganization off from an environmental influence if it attempts to 
reducee the uncertainty caused by this influence. We define a predicate, SEFF, in 
preciselyy this way. For example, SEFF(o, i, tc) expresses that o seals off tc from 
influencee i. 

Def in i t ionn 3 Sealing off. 
Vx,y,zVx,y,z [SEFF (x,y,z) «-> SO(x, z) A 3v, w [ENVI(z, y,v) A UC(2, w) A C(y, w) A 
RED(x,RED(x, w,z)]] 
(Read:: x seals z off from y if and only if z is a suborganization of x, and there exists v 
andd w such that z is exposed to an influence y from v, and y causes uncertainty w of 
2,, and x attempts to reduce w for 2.) 

"Causalityy is a complex notion with intricate properties. In this chapter, we do not use any 
formall  property of causality, although we would (at least) consider causality to be transitive (if 
xx causes y and y causes, in turn, z then x causes z: Vx, y, z [C(x, y) A C(y, z) -> C(x, z)]). 
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Wee can now prove the following theorem: 

Theoremm 3 Complex organizations seal off their core technologies from environ-
mentalmental influences. 
Vx,y,z,vVx,y,z,v [CO(x) A TC{x,y) A EUV\{y,z,v) -¥ SEFF(rr, z, y)\ 
(Read:: if x is a complex organization, and y is the technical core of x, and y is exposed 
too an influence z from v, then x seals y off from z.) 

Proof::  (Using lemmas 1 and 2, definition 3, and assumption 4.) By Lem.1, 
thee technical core is a suborganization. By Ass.4, an environmental influence 
causess uncertainty for the technical core. By Lem.2, complex organizations at-
temptt to reduce this uncertainty for their technical core. Therefore, by Def.3, the 
organizationn is sealing its technical suborganization off from the environmental 
influence. . 

CO(oi)) ATC(oi,fci) A ENVI(fci,ei,02) (by assumption) 
=*  SO(oi,<ci) (by Lem.1) 
=>  (3«i) UC(tci,«i) A C(ei,«i) (by Ass.4) 
=  RED(oi,ui,tci) (by Lem.2) 
=  SEFF(oi,ci,tci) (by Def.3) 

Thiss theorem is a formal version of Thompson's proposition 2.1: "Under norms of 
rationality,, organizations seek to seal off their core technologies from environmen-
tall  influences" (p. 19). The phrase "Under norms of rationality" is not explicitly 
mentionedd in the antecedent of theorem 3. These "norms of rationality" seem 
too underly all propositions, and are reflected in the "rational evaluation" of as-
sumptionss 2 and 3, which, by lemma 2, play a role in the argument. The phrase 
"seekk to . . ." is captured by the intentional interpretation of the RED predicate: 
attemptt to reduce. Since sealing off is defined in terms of the reduce predicate, 
itt inherits the intentional interpretation. 

Lem.1 1 L«TL2 2 

Ass.4 Ass.4 
Def.2Def.2 3 3 

Def.3 Def.3 
Ttim.3 3 

Figuree 3.2: Sealing off (structure of the theory 2). 

Wee introduced predicates for environmental fluctuations, FL, and environ-
mentall  constraints, CS. This led to the defined notion of environmental influ-
ence,, ENVI  (Def.2). We introduced a predicate for causes, C. We assumed that 
environmentall  influences cause uncertainty (Ass.4). We defined a predicate for 
sealingg off, SEFF (Def.3), and learned that complex organizations are sealing off 
theirr core technologies from environmental influences (Thm.3; see Fig.3.2). 
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3.3.33 Beyond Thompson: Atomic Organizations 

Thompsonn does not discuss why he restricts his theory to complex organizations. 
Inn this section, we wil l step away from Thompson's book and try to answer 
questionss like: What would noncomplex organizations look like? Do they exist 
inn the real world? If so, why are they excluded from Thompson's theory? How 
doo they fare in the real world? 

Wee wil l simply define noncomplex organizations as organizations that are not 
complexx organizations. We baptize such organizations as atomic organizations 
andd define a predicate ATO for them: ATO(o) says that o is an atomic organiza-
tion. . 

Def in i t ionn 4 Atomic organizations. 
VxVx [ATO(x) <-> Q(x) A --CO(ar)] 
(Read:: x is an atomic organization if and only if x is an organization and x is not a 
complexx organization.) 

Notee that we define ATO in terms of another defined predicate, CO. This is 
onlyy allowed if it does not lead to circularity. In other words, we must be able to 
tracee back the underlying primitive concepts. This can be done by unfolding the 
definitionn of complex organizations (definition 1): 

L e m maa 4 Atomic organizations are organizations that have no suborganization 
asas technical core. 
Vxx [ATO(ar) *+ 0(x) A -By [SO(ar, y) A JC{x, y)\) 
(Read:: x is an atomic organization if and only if x is an organization, and there is no 
yy such that y is a suborganization of x and y is the technical core of x.) 

Proof:: (Using definitions 1 and 4.) By Def.4 atomic organizations are organi-
zationss that are not complex organizations. Using Def.1, they are organizations 
thatt are either no organizations (which would be a contradiction), or do not have 
aa technical suborganization. 

ATO(oi)) (by assumption) 

&&  O(oi) A -.CO(oi) (by Def.4) 

&&  0(oi)A-.[0(oi)A3y[SO(oi,j,)ATC(oi,y)]] (by Def.1) 

&&  O(oi) A [-.0(00 V -,3y [SO(oi, j,) A TC(ouy)]] 

&&  0(oi)A-.3y[SO(oi,j/)ATC(o1,y)] 

Lemmaa 4 gives an abstract characterization of atomic organizations: atomic 
organizationss do not have their core technologies grouped in a special suborga-
nization—theree is no clear separation between their core technologies and other 
activities.. We can use this characterization to try to identify organization that 
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wouldd be atomic in the sense of Def.4. There are some examples of organizations 
thatt correspond to this abstract characterization. Examples of atomic organiza-
tionss are small organizations, especially organizations such as family firms that 
havee only very few employees. These small organizations do not have a clear 
separationn between technological and other activities; for example, they are man-
agedd by their owners, who are also involved in the technical operations. Although 
small-sizedd organizations have not received much attention in the literature, the 
majorityy of organizations has only a very limited number of employees, and small 
organizationss occupy a substantial part of the market (Granovetter 1984). As 
Granovetterr (1984, p.333) notes, "the study of organizations is often taken to 
bee synonymous with the study of "complex organizations"" and "much of what 
hass been done in some otherwise splendid work on the sociology of economic 
lif ee and complex organizations has proceeded as if the entire waterfront has been 
covered,, when in fact work has concentrated in one important receding pool." To-
getherr with small organizations, another example of atomic organizations is new 
organizations.. New enterprise startups usually do not have a fully crystallized 
managementt structure; technical and management activities are all performed by 
thee entrepreneur. New organizations involve new roles, which have to be learned 
(att the cost of inefficiency) (Stinchcombe 1965). Obviously, new and small orga-
nizationss show considerable overlap. 

Lemmaa 4, stating that atomic organizations do not have a technological sub-
organization,, still leaves us two possibilities in discussing the technical core of 
atomicc organizations. The first option is to assume that the technical core of 
atomicc organizations does not exist at all.12 This option has as a result that 
alll  statements that involve the technical core do not apply to atomic organiza-
tions.. The second option is to argue that all organizations, including atomic ones, 
havee certain technologies that constitute the core of their activities. Therefore, it 
makess sense to talk about the core technologies of any organization. If, as in the 
casee of atomic organizations, these technological activities are not grouped to-
getherr in a suborganization, we treat the entire organization as its own technical 
core. . 

Sincee Thompson does not discuss noncomplex organizations, we can only spec-
ulatee on which option to choose. We will pursue the second option because it 
allowss us to further investigate characteristics of atomic organizations. We can 
implementt this option by assuming that if the technical core of an organization 
iss not a suborganization, then it is identical with the organization itself: 

Assumptionn 5 If the technical core of an organization is not a suborganization, 
thenthen we treat the whole organization as its technical core. 
Vx,, y [0(x) A TC(ar, y) A -iSO(x, y) —> x = y] 
(Read:: if x is an organization, and y is the technical core of x, and y is not a suborga-
nizationn of x, then x and y are identical.) 

12Formally,, Vx [ATO(x) -+ -.3y [JC(x,y)]\. 
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Assumptionn 5 gives us indeed the result of the second option: 

Lemmaa 5 Atomic organizations are identical with their technical core. 
Vx,, y [ATO(a:) A TC(x, y) -»  x — y] 
(Read:: if x is an atomic organization, and y is the technical core of x, then x and y are 
identical.) ) 

Proof:: (Using lemma 4 and assumption 5.) By Lem.4, atomic organizations 
doo not have a technical core that is a suborganization, that is, it is either not a 
suborganizationn or not a technical core (which would be a contradiction). There-
fore,, the technical core of an atomic organization is not a suborganization, and by 
Ass.5,, it follows that the technical core is identical with the atomic organization. 

ATO(oi)) A TC(oi,ici) (by assumption) 
=»» 0(o1)A-3y[SO(o1,y)ATC(o1,y)] (By Lem.4) 
=»» Vy[-.SO(oi,j,)V-.TC(oi,j/)] 
=>> -iSO(oi,*ci)V-iTC(oi,<ci) 
=>=>  ->SO(outci) 

=>=>  oi = tc\ (By Ass.5) 

Lemmaa 5 is the companion of lemma 1, which stated that the technical core 
off  a complex organization is a suborganization. Lemma 5 reiterates that atomic 
organizationss cannot differentiate between their core technologies and other ac-
tivities:: there is no distinction between levels of technical and managerial respon-
sibilitiess and control. 

Noww that we have identified the technical core of atomic organizations, we 
cann try to discuss issues relating to its uncertainty. Unfortunately, assumption 4 
putss hardly any restriction on uncertainties caused by the environment. Thomp-
sonn recognized that an organization may be subject to a number of different 
uncertainties,, for example, technological uncertainty and the uncertainty due to 
influencess (Thompson 1967, p.1). As a result, we cannot represent the uncertainty 
ass a function of the organization because a single organization may be exposed to 
differentt influences that cause different uncertainties for it. However, we would 
wantt to require something weaker, namely that a single environmental influence 
willl  only cause a single uncertainty: 

Assumptionn 6 A single influence causes a single uncertainty. 
Vx,, y, 2, v, w [ENVl(x, y, z) A UC(x, v) A C(y, v) A UC(:r, w) A C(y, w) -> v = w] 
(Read:: if x is exposed to an influence y from z, and y causes uncertainty v of x, and y 
alsoo causes uncertainty w of x, then uncertainty v is equal to uncertainty w.) 
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Thiss assumption is a restriction on assumption 4, which stated that that an 
influencee will cause uncertainty. This restriction is consistent with Thompson's 
text.. Using assumption 6 we can derive a theorem about atomic organizations: 

Theoremm 6 The technical core of an atomic organization faces the same envi-
ronmentalronmental uncertainty as the organization. 
Vx,, y, z, v, w [ATO(x)ATC(x, y)AENV\(x, v, ^)AUC(x, u/)AC(t>, W) -> Bu [UC(t/, u)A 
C(v,C(v, u) A u = w]] 
(Read:: if x is an atomic organization with core technologies y, and if x is exposed to 
ann influence v from z, and v causes uncertainty w of x, then there exist uncertainty u 
off  the technical core y, caused by v, and the uncertainty u is equal to the uncertainty 
w.) w.) 

Proof:: (Using lemma 5 and assumptions 4 and 6.) By Lem.5 atomic organiza-
tionss are identical with their technical cores. Therefore, the technical core faces 
thee same environmental influence as the organization. By Ass.4, this causes un-
certaintyy of the technical core. Then by Ass.6, the uncertainty of the technical 
corecore is the same as the uncertainty of the organization. 

ATO(oi)) ATC(o\,tc\) A ENVI(oi,ei,02) A UC(oi,ui) A C(ei,tfi) (by assumption) 
=>> o\= tc\ (by Lem.5) 
=»» ENVI(<ci,ei,02) 
=  (3u2) UC(*CI,U2) A C(ei,ti2) (by Ass.4) 
=  u2 = ii i (by Ass.6) 

Theoremm 3 stated that complex organizations seal off their core technologies 
fromm environmental influences. Theorem 6, in contrast, states that atomic or-
ganizationss and their core technologies face the same uncertainty—noncomplex 
organizationss cannot reduce the uncertainty for their technical core.13 Theorem 6 
mayy help explain the massive failure rates of small organizations (U.S. Small 
Businesss Administration 1985), and of new enterprises—the liability of newness 
(Freeman,, Carroll, and Hannan 1983; Brüderl, Preisendörfer, and Ziegler 1992; 
Hannann 1998). In the case of atomic organizations, an environmental influence 
causess the same uncertainty on the organizational level as it will on the techni-
call  core. As a result, atomic organizations cannot reduce uncertainty for their 
coree technologies. Unlike complex organizations, they have no separate manage-
riall  level that can mediate between the technical core and the environment. All 
thee environmental influences that atomic organizations face are faced at equal 
strengthh by their core technical activities. As argued before (Perrow 1986), small 

13Theoremm 6 states that the uncertainties on the organizational level and on the technological 
levell  are really identical. It would not be rational of an atomic organization to attempt to reduce 
thee uncertainties within the organization because such an attempt must fail. 
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organizationss are trivial organizations, but nevertheless they do occur in great 
numbers. . 

Def.1 Def.1 

Def.4 Def.4 
Lem.4 4 

Ass.5 Ass.5 
Lem.5 5 

Ass.6Ass.6 \ 

1 1 
 1 

Lem.1 1 

^^ > 
Lem.2 2 

^^ i ' ' 
Thm.3 3 

vv J 

Figuree 3.3: Atomic organizations (structure of the theory 3). 

Inn this section, we investigated the possibility of noncomplex organizations. 
Wee defined a predicate, ATO, for atomic or noncomplex organizations (Def.4). 
Unfoldingg the definitions of complex (Def.1) and atomic organizations (Def.4) 
characterizess noncomplex organizations as those having no technical suborgani-
zationn (Lem.4; see Fig.3.3). We assumed that if the technical core of an orga-
nizationn is not a suborganization, then we treat the entire organization as the 
technicall  core (Ass.5). We derived that this is the case for noncomplex organiza-
tionss (Lem.5). We assumed that one environmental influence can only cause one 
typee of uncertainty for an organization (Ass.6), and derived that atomic organiza-
tionss cannot reduce the uncertainty caused by environmental influences (Thm.6). 
Thiss indicates that Thompson's restriction to complex organizations is not an 
arbitraryy one: his propositions do not hold for noncomplex organizations. 

3.3.44 Buffering and Anticipating 

Afterr the intermezzo of the §3.3.3, we will continue with our formalization of 
Thompson'ss arguments. In this section, we try to prove a formal version of 
Thompson'ss second proposition: "organizations seek to buffer environmental in-
fluences"fluences" (Thompson 1967, p.20), and his fourth proposition: "organization seek 
too anticipate and adapt to environmental changes" (p.21). 

Theoremm 3 in §3.3.2 stated that complex organizations attempt to seal off their 
coree technologies from environmental influences. This suggests that complex or-
ganizationss have some sort of control over influences directed at their (technical) 
suborganizations.. We introduce a predicate, HC, for "having control." For exam-
ple,, HC(o, Ï) says that o has control over i. We assume that organizations have 
somee control over environmental influences directed at their suborganizations: 

Assumptionn 7 Organizations have control over environmental influences on their 
suborganizations. suborganizations. 
Vx,y,z,v[Q{x)r\SO{x,y)AEW\{y,z,v)Vx,y,z,v[Q{x)r\SO{x,y)AEW\{y,z,v) -> HC(x,z)] 
(Read:: if x is an organization, and y is a suborganization of x, and y is exposed to an 
influencee z from v, then x has control over z.) 
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Thee idea is that organizations mediate between the environment and subor-
ganizationss like the technical core (Thompson 1967, p. 11). Note an organization 
doess not necessarily have complete control over such an environmental influence; 
itit  just means that the organization can undertake some actions that will reduce 
thee influence (but which may not eliminate it completely). In the rest of this 
section,, we will discuss some concrete actions for reducing uncertainty. 

Next,, we assume that if organizations attempt to reduce something (such as 
uncertainty),, and they have some control over one of its causes, then they will 
alsoo attempt to reduce this cause: 

Assumptionn 8 If an organization attempts to reduce something, and has control 
overover a cause of it, the organization will  attempt to reduce the cause. 
\/x,y,z,v[RED(x,y,z)AC(v,y)AHC{x,v)\/x,y,z,v[RED(x,y,z)AC(v,y)AHC{x,v) -» RED{x,v,z)} 
(Read:: if x attempts to reduce y for z, and v causes y, and x has control over v, then 
xx attempts to reduce v for z.) 

Thiss assumption presupposes the organizational rationality that a reduction 
off  the cause will result in a reduction of the effect. As Thompson writes, "Instru-
mentall  action is rooted on the one hand in desired outcomes and on the other 
handd in beliefs about cause/effect relationships" (p. 14). We can now derive the 
followingg theorem: 

Theoremm 7 Complex organizations attempt to reduce environmental influences 
forfor their core technologies. 
Vx,y,z,vVx,y,z,v [CO{x) ATC{x,y) AENV\{y,z,v) -> RED (x,z,y)] 
(Read:: if x is a complex organization, and y is the technical core of x, and y is exposed 
too an influence z from v, then x attempts to reduce z for y.) 

Proof::  (Using lemmas 1 and 2, definition 1, and assumptions 4, 7, and 8.) By 
Def.1,, complex organizations are organizations, and by Lem.1 the technical core 
iss a suborganization. By Ass.4, an environmental influence causes uncertainty for 
thee technical core. By Lem.2, complex organizations attempt to reduce uncer-
taintyy for their technical core. Thus, by Ass.7, organizations have control over the 
influencess on their suborganizations. Therefore, by Ass.8, organizations attempt 
too reduce this environmental influence for their technical core. 

CO(oi)) ATC(oi,<ci) A ENVI(fci,ei,t>2) (by assumption) 
=>=>  O(oi) (by Def.1) 
=>> SO(oi,ici) (by Lem.1) 
=*•• (3ui) UC(tci,ui) AC(ei,«i) (by Ass.4) 
=>•• RED(oi,«i,«ci) (by Lem.2) 
=>> HC(oi,ei) (by Ass.7) 
=*•• RED(oi,ei,tci) (by Ass.8) 
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Thee impact of this theorem becomes more clear in its specific predictions for 
thee two types of environmental influences: fluctuations and constraints. The 
reductionn of environmental fluctuations by an organization is called "buffering" 
inn Thompson: "buffering absorbs environmental fluctuations" (p.21). We define 
aa predicate, BUF, for buffering. For example, BUF(o, f,tc) says that o is buffering 
fluctuationn ƒ for tc. 

Definit io nn 5 Buffering. 
Var,, y, z [BUF(z, y, z) <-> SO(ar, z) A FL(z,y,x) A RED{x,y,z)} 
(Read:: x buffers y for z if and only if z is a suborganization of x, and z is exposed to 
aa fluctuation y from x, and x attempts to reduce y for z.) 

Typicall examples of buffering are the stockpiling of materials and supplies, and 
thee maintaining of warehouse inventories {p.20). We now have the following 
corollary: : 

Corollar yy 8 (of theorem 7) Complex organizations buffer environmental fluc-
tuationstuations for their core technologies. 
Vx,y,zVx,y,z [CO{x) ATC(x,y) AFL{y,z,x) -> BUF{x, z,y)] 
(Read:: if x is a complex organization, and y is the technical core of x, and y is exposed 
too a fluctuation z from x, then x buffers z for y.) 

Proof::  Using theorem 7, lemma 1, and definitions 2, and 5. 

CO(oi)) ATC(oi,fci) A FL(tei,ei,oi) (by assumption) 

=•• SO(oi,tci) (by Lem.1) 

=>•• ENVI(*ci,ei,oi) (by Def.2) 

=>> RED(oueutci) (by Thm.7) 

=*>> BUF(oi,ei,<ci) (byDef.5) 

Thiss corollary is a formal version of Thompson's proposition 2.2: "Under 
normss of rationality, organizations seek to buffer environmental influences by 
surroundingg their technical cores with input and output components" (p.20). 

Thee theorem also makes a specific prediction in case of environmental con
straints.. The reduction of environmental constraints by an organization is called 
"anticipatingg and adapting" or "forecasting" in Thompson: "To the extent that 
environmentall fluctuations can be anticipated, however, they can be treated as 
constraintss on the technical core" (p.22). We define a predicate, ANA, for antic
ipatingg and adapting. For example, ANA(o, c, tc) says that o is anticipating and 
adaptingg to constraint c for tc. 

Definit io nn 6 Anticipating and adapting. 
Vx,y,zVx,y,z [ANA(a:,j,,2 ) ++ SO(:r, z) A CS{z,y,x) A RED(x,y,z)] 
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(Read:: x anticipates and adapts to y for z if and only if z is a suborganization of x, 
andd z is exposed to a constraint y from x, and x attempts to reduce y for z.) 

Anticipationn and adaptation typically involves the reallocation of resources ac
cordingg to the forecasted market demand or supply constraints. This gives rise 
too another corollary: 

Corollar yy 9 (of theorem 7) Complex organizations anticipate and adapt to an 
environmentalenvironmental constraint for their core technologies. 
V*,l , ,*[CO(*)ATC(*,y)ACS(ff ,*,*)) -» ANAfo z, y)] 
(Read:: if x is a complex organization, and y is the technical core of a:, and y is exposed 
too a constraint z from x, then x anticipates and adapts to z for y.) 

Proof::  Using theorem 7, lemma 1, and definitions 2, and 6. 

CO(oi)) ATC(oi.fci) ACS(ici,ei,oi) (by assumption) 

=4-- SO(oi,tei) (byLem.1) 

=•• ENVi(tei,Ci,Oi) (byDef.2) 

=>> RED(o!,ei,ici) (by Thm.7) 

=>> ANA(oi,ei,tci) (byDef.6) 

Thiss corollary is a formal version of Thompson's proposition 2.4: "Under 
normss of rationality, organizations seek to anticipate and adapt to environmental 
changess which cannot be buffered or leveled" (p.21). 
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Figuree 3.4: Buffering and anticipating (structure of the theory 4). 

Wee have introduced a predicate for "having control," HC, and assumed that 
organizationss have (some) control over environmental influences on their subor-
ganizationss (Ass.7). We further assumed that if organizations have control over 
thee cause of something they want to reduce, they will attempt to reduce this 
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causee (Ass.8), and we derived that complex organizations attempt to reduce en
vironmentall influences for their technical cores (Thm.7; see Fig.3.4). We defined 
bufferingg as the reduction of fluctuations, BUF (Def.5), defined anticipating and 
adaptingg as the reduction of constraints, ANA (Def.6), and derived that complex 
organizationss will buffer environmental fluctuations (Cor.8) and anticipate and 
adaptt to environmental constraints (Cor.9). 

3.3.55 Smoothing or  Leveling 

Inn this section, we attempt to derive a formal version of Thompson's third propo
sition:: "organizations seek to smooth out input and output transactions" (p.21). 
Accordingg to Thompson, organizations also attempt to reduce fluctuations in the 
environmentt (p.21). Apparently, organization have some control over specific el
ementss of their environment. We define a predicate, CEE, for controlled elements 
inn the environment. For example, CEE(oi,o2) says that o2 is an element in the 
environmentt of o\ over which o\ has some control:14 

Definitio nn 7 Controlled environmental elements. 
\/x,y[CEE(x\/x,y[CEE(x77y)y) ++ 0(x) A Vz [ENVI(ar, z,y) -> HC{x,z)}} 
(Read:: y is an element in x's controlled environment if and only if x is an organization, 
andd for all z such that x is exposed to an influence z from y it is the case that x has 
controll over z.) 

Thiss definition, again, does not imply that organizations have unilateral control 
overr other elements in their environment, the amount of control may be limited. 
Usingg this definition, we can now derive: 

Theoremm 10 Complex organizations attempt to reduce environmental influences 
inin their controlled environment for their technical core. 
\fx,\fx, y, z, v, w [C0(a;)ATC(:r, j/)AENVI(y, z,x)ACEE(x, v)AENVI(x, W, v)AC(w, Z) -> 
RED{x,RED{x, w,y)] 
(Read:: if a: is a complex organization, and y is the technical core of x, and y is exposed 
too an influence z from x, and v is in the controlled environment of x, and x is exposed 
too an influence w from u, and w causes z, then x attempts to reduce w for y.) 

Proof::  (Using theorem 7, definition 7, and assumption 8.) By Thm.7, com
plexx organizations reduce environmental influences for their technical core. If 
thiss environmental influence is caused by another environmental influence on an 
elementt of the controlled environment of the organization, then, by Def.7, the 
organizationn has some control over the second influence. Therefore, by Ass.8 the 

14Wee wish to thank the reviewer who pointed out a deficiency in an earlier version of this 
definition. . 
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organizationn will attempt to reduce the second influence for the organization. 

CO(oi)) ATC(oi,<cx)AENVI(tci,ei,oi) ACEE(oi,02) 

AENVI(oi,e2,02)) AC(e2,ei) (by assumption) 

=*•• RED(oi,ei,«ci) (byThm.7) 

=•• HC(oi,e2) (byDef.7) 

=*>> RED(oi,e2,ici) (by Ass.8) 

Wee will investigate the impact of this theorem by considering the specific 
predictionss it makes for environmental fluctuations. Thompson uses the term 
"smoothing"" for the reduction of fluctuations in the environment: "smoothing 
orr leveling involves attempts to reduce fluctuations in the environment" (p.21). 
Wee define a predicate, SM, for smoothing. For example, SM(o,f,tc) says that o 
smoothess ƒ for tc: 

Definit io nn 8 Smoothing. 
Vx,y,z[SM(x,y,z)Vx,y,z[SM(x,y,z) f-» SO(x,z) A 3v [FL{x,y,v) A RED(£,y,z)]] 
(Read:: x smoothes y for z if and only if z is a suborganization of x, and there exists a 
vv such that x is exposed to a fluctuation y from v, and x attempts to reduce y for z.) 

AA typical example of smoothing is price mechanisms: by charging premiums dur
ingg peak periods and inducements during slow periods (p.21). Note the difference 
betweenn buffering and smoothing: buffering concerns the reduction of fluctuations 
withinn an organization, whereas smoothing concerns the reduction of fluctuation 
inn the environment. We now have the following corollary: 

Corol lar yy 11 (of theorem 10) Complex organizations smooth environmental 
fluctuationsfluctuations in their controlled environment for their technical core. 
Vx,, y, z, v, w [C0{x) A TC(x, y) A FL(*/, z, x) A QEE(x, v) A FL(x, w, v) A C(iu, z) —> 
SM(x,w,y)] SM(x,w,y)] 
(Read:: if x is a complex organization, and y is the technical core of x, and y is exposed 
too a fluctuation z from x, and v is in the controlled environment of x, and x is exposed 
too a fluctuation w from v, and w causes z, then x smoothes w for y.) 

Proof::  Using theorem 10, lemma 1 and definitions 2 and 8. 

C0(oi)) A TC(oi, tci) A FLfici, ei,oi) A CEEfoi,o2) 

AFL(oi,e2,02)) A C(e2,ei) (by assumption) 

=>> ENVI(*ci,ei,oi) AENVI(o1,e2,o2) (by Def.2) 

=>•• RED(oi,e2,*ci) (byThm.10) 

=•• S0(oi,*ci) (byLem.1) 

=** SM(oi,c2,*ci) (byDef.8) 
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Thiss corollary is a formal version of proposition 2.3 in Thompson: "Under 
normss of rationality, organizations seek to smooth out input and output transac
tions"" (p.21). 

Lem.4 4 

Lem.1 1 

Lem.5 5 

Lem.2 2 

Thm.6 6 

Thm.3 3 

11 Thm.7 

Def.7Def.7 \ 

Cor.8 8 

Cor.9 9 

Thm.10 0 
Def.8 Def.8 

Figuree 3.5: Smoothing (structure of the theory 5). 

Inn the above section, we have defined predicates for "controlled environmen
tall element," CEE (Def.7), and for smoothing, SM (Def.8). We derived that 
complexx organizations attempt to reduce environmental influences in their con
trolledd environment (Thm.10; see Fig.3.5). In particular, we derived that complex 
organizationss attempt to smooth out fluctuations in their controlled environment 
(C3or.ll). . 

3.3.66 Beyond Thompson: Negotiating 

Afterr proving a corollary on the reduction of fluctuations in the environment 
(Cor.. 11), we come across an interesting question: What about the reduction of 
constraintss in the environment? Thompson discusses propositions for both the 
reductionn of fluctuations and the reduction of constraints in the organization but 
onlyy discusses one proposition for the reduction of fluctuations in the environ
mentt (see Table 3.2). Can complex organizations, analogous to the reduction of 
fluctuations,fluctuations, also reduce constraints in the environment? The general theorem 
aboutt the reduction of influences in the environment, theorem 10, suggests that 
thiss is the case. Since there is no corresponding proposition in Thompson, we will 
definee a new concept that treats the reduction of constraints in the environment. 
Thiss term is related to the anticipation and adaptation of definition 6. The dif
ferencee is that in case of anticipating and adapting the reduction of constraints 
takess place within the organization, whereas here the reduction of constraints 

http://C3or.ll
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Inn the Organization In the Environment 
Fluctuationss . . Buffering Smoothing 

(Cor.8)) (Cor.11) 
Constraintss . . . Anticipating and adapting 

(Cor.9) ) 

Tablee 3.2: Reduction of Constraints in the Environment? 

takess place in the environment. For want of a better term, we call the reduction 
off constraints in the environment "negotiating" and define a predicate, NEG, for 
it.. For example, NEG(o, c, tc) says that o negotiates c for tc: 

Definit io nn 9 Negotiating. 
Vx,y,, z [NEG(ar, y,z) <-> SO(or, z) A 3v [QS(x,y,v) A RED(;r , y, z)]] 
(Read:: x negotiates y for z if and only if z is a suborganization of x, and there exists 
aa v such that x is exposed to a constraint y from t>, and x attempts to reduce y for z.) 

Thee definition of negotiating does not restrict the domain of the theory, it only 
definess NEG as shorthand for the reduction of constraints in the environment, 
allowingg us to formulate statements more concisely. 

Thee corollaries about buffering, smoothing, and anticipating and adapting 
aree claims of Thompson (propositions 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 respectively). A corollary 
aboutt negotiating is not mentioned in Thompson but would complete the four 
logicall possibilities to reduce fluctuations and constraints within organizations 
andd within the environment (see Table 3.2). Using the same set of assumptions 
usedd to derive versions of the other propositions, we can derive the following 
corollary: : 

Corollar yy 12 (of theorem 10) Complex organizations negotiate environmen-
taltal constraints in their controlled environment for their technical core. 
Vx,, y, z, v, w [C0(:r) A TC(x, y) A CS(y, z, x) A CEE(z, v) A CS(:r, w7 v) A C(w, z) -¥ 
NEG(x,, w,y)] 
(Read:: if x is a complex organization, and y is the technical core of x, and y is exposed 
too a constraint z from x, and v is in the controlled environment of x, and x is exposed 
too a constraint w from v, and w causes z, then x negotiates w for y.) 

Proof::  Using theorem 10, lemma 1 and definitions 2 and 9. 

CO(oi)) ATC(oi,fci) ACS(£ci,et,oi) A CEE(oi,02) 

ACS(oi,e2,02)) AC(e2,ei) (by assumption) 

=>> ENVI(ic1,e1,oi)AENVI(oi,e2lo2) (by Def.2) 

=>=>  RED(oi,e2,£ci) (by Thm.10) 

=•• SO(o!,tci) (byLem.1) 
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=»» NEG(oi,e2,ici) (by Def.9) 

Althoughh there is no corresponding proposition in Thompson (1967), this 
corollaryy follows from exactly the same assumptions that we used to derive the 
otherr theorems. Negotiation is a hitherto unknown implication of the theory: the 
theoryy predicts that organizations negotiate constraints in their environment. 

Thee discovery of a new prediction of the theory gives us a new possibility 
forr the empirical testing of the theory. If the empirical evidence supports the 
predictionn of the theory, our confidence in the theory is strengthened. If, on 
thee other hand, the prediction is not conform to the empirical evidence, we have 
falsifiedd the theory. That is, we have at least falsified our formal reconstruction of 
it.. We will discuss the new prediction in the light of some recent findings reported 
inn the literature. 

Cann we be more specific about what "negotiating" in the sense of corollary 12 
means?? Negotiating is defined as attempts to reduce constraints in the environ
ment.. As a result, the reduction of constraints in the environment has an effect for 
alll organizations that are subject to this constraint. All these organizations share 
thee benefits of the reduction and therefore have a collective interest in reducing 
thee constraint in the environment. For the prototypical example of a constraint, 
neww legislation, this would mean that organizations will attempt to reduce the 
effectss of legislation. We actually find support for such a claim in recent empir
icall findings on legalization (Edelman 1992; Sutton, Dobbin, Meyer, and Scott 
1994;; Sutton and Dobbin 1996). These studies investigate the introduction of 
equall employment opportunity and affirmative action (EEO/AA) laws. Their 
mainn finding is that organizations can collectively mediate the impact of these 
laws.. "Such laws set in motion a process of definition during which organizations 
testt and collectively construct the form and boundaries of compliance in a way 
thatt meets legal demands yet preserves managerial interests" (Edelman 1992, 
p.. 1532). This presents a clear case in which organizations successfully reduce 
environmentall uncertainty by what we termed negotiating. Although negotiating 
iss an implicit consequence of Thompson, it is not an unknown topic in organiza
tionn theory. Finding this new prediction increases our confidence in Thompson's 
theoryy and in our formal interpretation of it. 

Notee that negotiating is defined as the action of individual organizations. 
However,, consider what happens if more than one organization is facing the same 
environmentall constraint. In that case, corollary 12 predicts that all these orga
nizationss will attempt to reduce this constraint in the environment.15 The NEG 

15Forr example, we can derive for the case of two organizations subject to the same constraint: 
Vx\,X2,y\,y2,z\,Z2,v,wVx\,X2,y\,y2,z\,Z2,v,w [CO(xi) A TC(xi,j/i) A CS(yi,zi,xi) A CEE(xi,v) A CS(xi,w,v) A 
C(«;,, 21) A CO(x2) A TC(x2,y2) A CS(y2, z2,x2) A CEE(x2,u) A CS(x2,u>, v) A C(w, z2) ->• 
NEG(XJ,U;,J/I)) A NEG(x2,u>,y2)] 
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predicatee captures the rationality of individual organizations to engage in a (col
lective)) attempt to reduce a constraint in the environment. Of course, whether 
suchh an attempt is successful may very well depend on the proportion of organi
zationss participating in these attempts. 

Figuree 3.6: Negotiating (structure of the theory 6). 

Inn this section, we defined NEG, a predicate for negotiating (Def.9). Negotiat
ingg is not mentioned in Thompson but can be defined in analogy with smoothing 
(Def.8).. A corollary on negotiation (Cor.12; see Fig.3.6) can be derived from the 
samee set of assumptions used for deriving the other theorems. This concludes our 
formall theory of Organizations in Action. We derived formal versions of four of 
thee five propositions in chapter 2 from general axioms of organization theory. 

3.44 Discussion and Conclusions 

Thee main benefit of formal theories is that they provide clarity, both about the 
theory'ss propositions and about its argumentation structure. We have disam
biguatedd the theory's natural language formulation by coding it in a formal lan
guage.. The formal theory contains explicit definitions of complex organizations, 
sealingg off, buffering, anticipating and adapting, and smoothing. Apart from giv
ingg a formal and precise formulation of the propositions, we also managed to trace 
backk the argumentation for these propositions by finding reasonable and sufficient 

byy two applications of corollary 12, and so on. 
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underlyingg assumptions. The formal theory is consistent.16 All lemma's, theo
rems,, and corollaries in §3.3 are sound consequences of the premises. The proofs 
givee sound explanations for the claims and show that the claims are unavoidable 
consequencess of the premises. 

InIn the formal theory of Organizations in Action, we used the predicates listed 
inn Table 3.3. The theory is parsimonious because it uses only ten primitive predi-

Predicatee Meaning 
Primitive: : 
O(o)) o is an organization 
SO(o,, so) so is a suborganization of o 
TC(o,, tc) tc is the technical core of o 
REVA(o,, tc) o rationally evaluates tc 
UC(o,, u) o has uncertainty u 
RED(o,, i, tc) o attempts to reduce i for tc 
FL(ic,, ƒ, o) tc is exposed to a fluctuation ƒ from o 
CS(tc,CS(tc, c,o) tc is exposed to a constraint c from o 
C(i,, u) i causes u 
HC(o,, i) o has control over i 

Defined: : 
CO(o)) o is a complex organization 
ENVI(te,, i, o) tc is exposed to an influence i from o 
SEFF(o,, z, tc) o seals off tc from i 
ATO(o)) o is an atomic organization 
BUF(o,, ƒ, tc) o buffers ƒ for tc 
ANA(o,, c,tc) o anticipates and adapts to c for tc 
CEE(oi,02)) o2 is in Oi's controlled environment 
SM(o,, ƒ, tc) o smoothes ƒ for tc 
NEG(o,, c,tc) o negotiates c for tc 

Tablee 3.3: Notation Used in the Formal Theory. 

catess or concepts. In a formal theory, there is a clear distinction between primitive 
conceptss and concepts that are defined in terms of the primitive concepts. A de
finedd concept can be eliminated from the theory by replacing the concept with 
thee expression it stands for. Note that we may only use defined concepts in the 
definitionn of other concepts if this does not lead to circularity.17 The nine defined 

166 A formal theory is consistent if it has a model. There are computer programs currently 
availablee that generate models of a formal theory. Formally, such a model is an interpretation 
functionn that assigns objects of the domain to the constants, functions, and predicates of the 
theory.. We used MACE (Models And Counter-Examples; McCune 1994a) to generate such a 
modell (and thereby proved the consistency of the theory). Technical details are available upon 
requestt from the authors. 

17Itt is impossible to define all the concepts of a theory: if all concepts were defined in terms 
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predicatess do not affect the theory's parsimony because they can be substituted 
forr by their definiens (and the same theorems would still be derivable). The ten 
primitivee predicates are general notions of organization theory (see Table 3.3). 

Thee assumptions characterize the application domain of the theory: the the
oryy applies to all domains that satisfy the assumptions.18 Our reconstruction 
revealedd that Thompson's argumentation is largely based on fairly basic assump
tionss of organization theory. We used only eight assumptions and two of them 
(Ass.55 and 6) are only used for our discussion of noncomplex organizations. The 
underlyingg assumptions are general assumptions about organizations. As a re
sult,, the formal theory of Organizations in Action is a general theory, and the 
axiomaticc structure of the theory facilitates further extension. 

Thee argumentation structure of the theory was shown in Figure 3.6 in §3.3.6. 
Thee theory consists of two parts: a part about noncomplex organizations (lem
mass 4 and 5, and theorem 6) and a part about complex organizations (roughly 
comparablee to Thompson's propositions). Both parts are related by definition 4, 
whichh defines the notion of atomic organizations as the complement of complex 
organizations.. There are four possible actions that organizations can perform in 
orderr to seal off their technical cores from environmental influences (see Table 3.2 
inn §3.3.6). Furthermore, we showed that buffering (corollary 8) and anticipat
ingg and adapting (corollary 9) are corollaries of a more general theorem about 
thee reduction of environmental influences in the organization (theorem 7). Simi
larly,, smoothing (corollary 11) and negotiating (corollary 12) are corollaries of a 
moree general theorem about the reduction of influences in the environment (theo
remm 10). As a result, the (formal) theory of Organizations in Action is a coherent 
theory. . 

Whenn comparing the theorems of our formal theory with the propositions in 
thee original text, there are some notable differences. We did provide formal ver
sionss of Thompson's propositions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. However, we did not give 
aa formal version of proposition 2.5: "When buffering, leveling, and forecasting do 
nott protect their technical cores from environmental fluctuations, organizations 
underr norms of rationality resort to rationing" (Thompson 1967, p.23). Thomp
son'ss propositions 2.1 through 2.4 concern only environmental uncertainty—they 
alll treat the reduction of environmental influences. Proposition 2.5 about ra
tioning,, in contrast, treats the reduction of the effects of environmental influ
ences.. In chapter 2 of Organizations in Action, Thompson only tells when orga
nizationss resort to rationing: namely, when buffering, leveling (smoothing), and 
forecastingg (anticipating and adapting) do not protect the technical core. How
ever,, he does not explain why organizations resort to rationing. This explanation 
requiress more detailed knowledge about the technological dependencies and the 

off the other concepts, then some of the definitions have to be circular. 
188 The definitions are only important for determining the meaning of the defined predicates 

usedd in the assumptions (in our case only definition 2, the definition of environmental influences). 
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uncertaintyy caused by these dependencies. That is, explaining why organizations 
resortt to rationing requires material properly contained in the other chapters of 
OrganizationsOrganizations in Action (notably chapter 5 on the interdependence of compo
nents).. Without including the further chapters, we are unable to explain why 
organizationss resort to rationing, since: "Rationing is an unhappy solution, for 
itss use signifies that the technology is not operating at its maximum" (p.23). 

Thee formal theory identifies a number of unknown consequences of Thomp
son'ss theory. Thompson (1967) does not discuss noncomplex or atomic organiza
tionss explicitly, although he formulates his propositions for complex organizations. 
Atomicc organizations form an interesting special case because they are more vul
nerablee to environmental influences. We proved that atomic organizations face 
thee same uncertainty as their technical cores (theorem 6). Consequently, atomic 
organizationss cannot comply with one of the main principles of "organizational 
rationality"" as advocated by Thompson. The explicit treatment of atomic orga
nizationss is important because it gives an explanation for the fact that organi
zationss embed their core technologies in managerial activities. These managerial 
activitiess negotiate between the technical suborganization and those who use 
itss products. Without them, the organization would be an atomic organization 
andd therefore open and unprotected to any environmental influence. Having a 
manageriall level allows complex organizations to seal off their core technologies 
fromm environmental influences (theorem 3 and proposition 2.1 in Thompson). We 
alsoo proved that organizations can attempt to reduce environmental uncertainty 
byy reducing constraints in the environment, which we termed negotiating (corol
laryy 12). Negotiating is not mentioned in Thompson but completes the four logical 
possibilitiess to reduce fluctuations and constraints within the organization and 
inn the environment. Negotiating is a hitherto unknown implication of Thomp
son'ss theory. In other words, the theory predicts that organizations attempt 
reducee constraints in their environment. This negotiating is not an unknown 
topicc in organization theory: recent empirical findings on legalization (Edelman 
1992;; Sutton et al. 1994; Sutton and Dobbin 1996) describe how organizations 
cann (collectively) negotiate the impact of constraints in the environment. 

3.4.11 Related and further  research 

Wee started this chapter by arguing that, although Thompson's theory remains 
influential,, it seems to have lost much of its cachet. Recent literature focuses on 
alternativee theories for explaining the complex relation between organizations and 
theirr environment, such as new institutionalism (Powell and DiMaggio 1991) and 
organizationall ecology (Hannan and Freeman 1989). The feeling that Thompson's 
theoryy still has much to offer to contemporary scholars inspired us to conduct the 
formall analysis reported in this chapter. 

Thee formal theory of Organizations in Action presented in this chapter is an 
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axiomaticc theory in which the underlying assumptions are made explicit.19 Dis
cussingg these underlying assumptions allows us to make comparisons with other 
theoriess in organization theory. We used eight assumptions. Assumption 1 postu
latess the uniqueness of the technical core. This captures some of the background 
knowledgee that had to be made explicit in order to derive the theorems. The as
sumptionn is a technicality that makes the notion of technical core more clear. The 
firstt major premises, assumptions 2 and 3, capture some the rationality principles 
underlyingg Thompson's theory. Assumption 2 states that the performance of the 
technicall core is rationally evaluated, and assumption 3 states that organizations 
attemptt to reduce uncertainty for rationally evaluated suborganizations. It is the 
enginee of the theory: all the explanations of the formal theory depend on it. As 
Thompsonn (1967, p. 159) states: "Uncertainty appears as the fundamental prob
lemm for complex organizations, and coping with uncertainty, as the essence of the 
administrativee process." These two assumptions capture the core of Thompson's 
argumentt and seem typical for rational adaptation theories, such as contingency 
theoryy (Lawrence and Lorsch 1967) and resource-dependence theory (Pfeffer and 
Salancikk 1978). Of course, institutional and ecological theorists will not read
ilyy agree with them. The (new) institutional theory is explicitly based "on the 
rejectionn of rational-actor models" (DiMaggio and Powell 1991, p.8) and orga
nizationall ecology is constructed as "an alternative to the dominant adaptation 
perspective"" (Hannan and Freeman 1977, p.929). 

Onee of the key assumptions of an open-systems perspective on organizations 
iss captured by assumption 4, which states that environmental influences cause 
uncertainty.. Although much changed since Thompson's book appeared in the 
sixties,, this assumption seems as pertinent as ever. And even though one could 
arguee that, on the one hand, environmental influences seem to generate less un
certaintyy due to current information technology and flexible work practices, one 
mightt just as well argue that, on the other hand, this is compensated for by the 
increasedd volatility of the environment. The next two assumptions, assumptions 5 
andd 6, are only used for the discussion of non-complex or atomic organizations. 

19Masuchh and Huang (1996) give a different formalization of Thompson in a multi-agent, 
actionn logic. The objectives of their formalization are different from ours: our objective was 
too recover the underlying axioms on which Thompson's argumentation is based, whereas their 
primaryy objective is to experiment with a new formal logic that is specially designed for rep
resentingg actions. They argue: "actions presuppose attitudes and engender change, and both 
aree notoriously hard to express in the extentional context of standard logics, e.g., First-Order 
Logic"" (Masuch and Huang 1996, p.72). This may be the case, in the sense that modeling of 
actuall actions happening in an organizational domain may be overly elaborate or complicated 
inn first-order logic. However, modeling a theory about actions can very well be expressed in 
first-orderfirst-order logic, as we showed in this chapter. This corresponds with the findings of Masuch 
andd Huang (1996) since, as it turned out, they did not need to use either the multi-agent or the 
actionn features of their logic. Due to the different objectives, the formal theory of Organizations 
inin Action presented in this chapter makes the underlying argumentation structure of Thomp
sonn explicit, whereas Masuch and Huang use a series of abstract goal definitions (characterizing 
particularr rational agents) to explain the propositions. 
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Assumptionn 5 postulates that we treat the whole organization as its technical 
coree if it has no suborganizations. This assumption is not based on Thompson's 
textt but expresses a convention that allowed us to discuss noncomplex or atomic 
organizations.. Assumption 6 is a technicality that states that single influence 
causess a single uncertainty (a minor restriction on assumption 4). This assump
tionn makes explicit the background knowledge that allows for the discussion of 
atomicc organizations. 

Thee next assumption, assumption 7, states that organizations have (some) 
controll over influences directed at their suborganizations. This is one of the core 
assumptionss of rational adaptation theories but will certainly be challenged by 
institutionall and especially ecological theorists. However, these different views 
mayy be less orthogonal than they appear to be at first glance. Assumption 7 
byy no means implies that organizations can control their environments. First, 
thee amount of control that organizations have may be very limited. Second, 
evenn if organizations have control, in principle, over influences, their capability 
too effectively use this control may depend on their capability to predict such 
influences.. Third, even if an organization can foresee an influence, it may lack the 
abilityy to react decisively, due to complex internal decision procedures, rendering 
theirr control useless. 

Finally,, assumption 8 states another rationality principle underlying the the
ory:: if an organization attempts to reduce something, and has some control over 
thee cause of it, the organization will attempt to reduce the cause. As Thompson 
(1967,, p. 14) writes "Instrumental action is rooted on the one hand in desired out
comess and on the other hand in beliefs about cause/effect relationships." This 
assumptionn is an important part of the explanation for theorems 7 and 10 and 
thee corollaries about buffering, smoothing, and anticipating and adapting (as 
welll as negotiating). Assumption 8 is a general principle of rationality that seems 
generallyy acceptable. Of course, ecologists will de-emphasize the organization's 
capabilityy to entertain beliefs about cause/effect relationships or, even more so, 
questionquestion the capacity to have control over causes. However, institutionalists and 
ecologistss would agree that in the (according to them, improbable) event that the 
antecedentt is satisfied, the consequent should hold as well. 

Thee formal reconstruction revealed that Thompson's theory can be related to 
severall alternative theories such as organizational ecology (Hannan and Freeman 
1989)) and new institutionalism (Powell and DiMaggio 1991). Although organi
zationall ecology was originally presented as an alternative to rational adaptation 
theory,, their position turns out to be more qualified. Organizational ecologists 
carefullyy distinguish between the individual intentions of organizations and the 
organizationall outcomes. The part of Organizations in Action we analyzed in 
thiss chapter is treating organizational intentions (or desired outcomes in Thomp
son'ss parlance). Organizational ecologists do not necessarily reject Thompson's 
assumptionss about the rational intentions of individual organizations but would 
arguee that the relation between these intentions and organizational outcomes is 
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weak—resultingg in organizations being relatively inert and unable to change their 
structuree to better match the environment (Hannan and Freeman 1984). Also 
Thompsonn does not believe that intentions and organizational outcomes are in 
perfectt relation, for example, when he argues that "the basic threat to orga
nizationall success lies in interdependence with an uncooperative environment" 
(Thompsonn 1967, p. 160). And ecologists, on the other hand, are "acknowledging 
thatt organizational changes of some kinds occur frequently and that organizations 
sometimess even manage to make radical changes in strategies and structures" 
(Hannann and Freeman 1984, p. 149). The views of organizational ecologists and 
Thompsonn are not in contradiction, as can be evaluated by comparing this chapter 
withh the formalization of organizational ecology's inertia theory (Péli et al. 1994). 
Althoughh not in contradiction, there is a noticeable difference in the degree in 
whichh organizations are believed to be able to successfully realize their intentions 
inn organizational outcomes. Several authors have made proposals for reconcil
ingg adaptation and evolutionary selection perspectives (Tushman and Romanelli 
1985;; Levinthal 1991; Amburgey, Kelly, and Barnett 1993). 

Institutionalistss have been more radical in their rejection of the rational adap
tationn perspective and explicitly focus on "properties of supra-individual units of 
analysiss that cannot be reduced to aggregations or direct consequences of individ
uals'' attributes or motives" (DiMaggio and Powell 1991, p.8). Rather surprisingly, 
thee formal reconstruction revealed that Thompson's theory can be directly related 
too new institutionalism. We proved corollary 12, stating that organizations at
temptt to reduce constraints in the environment, which corresponds to findings 
reportedd in institutional theory (Edelman 1992; Sutton et al. 1994; Sutton and 
Dobbinn 1996). The formal theory suggests that adaptation theories and insti
tutionall theories are not mutually inconsistent. Moreover, adaptation theories 
cann offer explanations for phenomena that are usually conceived as requiring in
stitutionall argumentation. This affirms that adaptation theories may have been 
discardedd too soon: they can even offer explanations beyond the domains with 
whichh they are traditionally associated. 

Derivingg the corollary on negotiating in the environment strengthens the con
nectionn of Organizations in Action with related adaptation theories such as the 
resource-dependencee theory. Pfeffer and Salancik (1978, pp.154-157) analyze in-
terorganizationall behaviors from the perspective of uncertainty reduction. The 
factt that traditional adaptation theories and neoinstitutional theories can offer 
alternativee explanations raises some interesting research questions on the limits of 
bothh approaches to organization theory. For example, Sutton and Dobbin (1996, 
p.794)) observe two types of responses to legal uncertainty, which "sustain the 
neoinstitutionall argument, but offer new support for efficiency and labor-control 
hypothesis."" There seem to be no a priori  reasons to reject adaptation-based 
explanationss (nor to reject institutional explanations). Kraatz and Zajac (1996, 
p.812)) explored the limits of neoinstitutional theory, and their "findings reveal 
surprisinglyy little support for neoinstitutional predictions." This leads them to 
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concludee that "current research on organization-environment relations may un
derestimatee the power of traditional adaptation-based explanations in organiza
tionall sociology'' (p.812). Further research is needed to elucidate the relation 
betweenn (rational) adaptation theories and (neo)institutional theories and to in
vestigatee how adaptation theories might be embedded in institutional theory and 
vicevice versa. The formalization of one dominant adaptation theory is only a small 
stepp toward clarifying the relation between adaptation theories and institutional 
theories. . 

Onee of our future research directions is to extend the material by incorporating 
furtherr chapters of Thompson. Our main focus has been on the propositions in 
chapterr 2. This chapter provides the crucial link between organizations that strive 
too use the rationality of closed-systems strategies in an open-systems environment 
byy attempting to seal off their core technology from influences of the environment. 
Thompsonn (1967, p.1) argues that the two basic sources for uncertainty for organi
zationss are technologies and environments. The part of Thompson we formalized 
inn this chapter concerns uncertainty that is strictly caused by the environment. 
Wee intend to incorporate also those uncertainties that are caused by technologies 
orr by a combination of technologies and environments. This would then allow for 
explainingg why organizations have to resort to unhappy solutions like rationing 
(thee missing proposition 2.5). The axiomatic structure of the theory facilitates 
suchh further extension. 

Buildingg a deductive theory of Organizations in Action explicated the un
derlyingg assumptions of the framework that Thompson proposes. Making the 
underlyingg assumptions explicit implies that they too can become the subject of 
discussionn and criticism. Although we made particular efforts to motivate these 
assumptionss by the text itself, we do not claim that we have always chosen the 
singlee best solution. However, by being explicit about our assumptions, any de
batee about the theory and its assumptions can be unambiguously pointed down. 
Thiss allows for a constructive mode of theory building in which alternatives can 
bee generated, evaluated on their merits, and well-argued choices can be made. 


